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The FAO Forestry Communications Toolkit

Sharing and re-versioning FAO FO content

FAO Communications toolkit

Partners and stakeholders

Thematic Variance

Local and Regional Variance

FAO Forestry
The forestry communication toolkit provides a wealth of resources and key messages on issues of central importance to forestry. Explore the toolkit to access expert interviews on key forestry topics, videos from the field detailing macro issues and individual projects, FAO publications, images, comprehensive statistics, maps and other useful resources. Browse by themes or by resource type to gain access to a host of information and communications materials to help you with your own forestry communications efforts.
The FAO communications toolkit

Who is the toolkit intended for?

- Partners
- Project stakeholders
- Forest policy makers
- Universities
- Donors
- NGOs
The FAO communications toolkit

What can the material be used for?

- Conferences
- Discussions
- University Seminars
- School texts and lessons
- Any relevant event...
thank you!